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                             (i)                                                             (ii)

(i) Results obtained with the model of AlexNet trained on mixed dataset, (ii) Re-

sults obtained with the model of adaptation architecture trained on the source 

and target datasets.

It can be seen that the predicted accuracy of the models of these deep architec-
tures based on domain adaptation are improved significantly than that of the 
general architecture trained on the mixed dataset. In our experiment, the last 
architecture achieved the best performance. The CORAL loss layer make the dis-
tributions of the two datasets closer.

The ultimate framework can get a satisfactory result on the test set. Inspired by 
the preliminary success, we believe that our approach is a start in the direction 
of utilizing deep neural networks enhanced with synthetic smoke images for 
video smoke detection. As the appearance of synthetic smoke images directly 
affects the performance of trained model, in the future work, we will investigate 
the effect of variations caused by synthesis on recognition power of model and 
our method maybe benefit from it.

Secondly, several deep architectures based on domain adaptation are trained 
on the whole dataset(the target dataset contains 5k real smoke images, and the 
source dataset contains synthetic smoke images from 5k to 30k). The perfor-
mance of different deep architectures based on domain adaptation：

Firstly, we used the network structure of AlexNet and train the model on differ-
ent datasets to clarify the effect of synthetic smoke images to the detectors. The 
performance of model of AlexNet trained on different datasets:

The visualizations for feature distributions of synthetic smoke (blue), real 
smoke (green) and non-smoke (red) image samples:

Image samples: (a) real smoke images; (b) synthetic smoke images; (c) test 
smoke images; (d) test non-smoke images.

We systematically produced adequate synthetic smoke images with variation in the smoke shape, background and lighting conditions. A deep architectures based 
on domain adaptation is build to confuse the distributions of features extracted from synthetic and real smoke images. 


